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Introduction
A liquid marble (LM) is a small liquid droplet coated with multiple layers of nano/microparticles. Most of these coating particles are hydrophobic, allowing a LM to be manipulated like a soft solid. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] As a competitive alternative to superhydrophobic surfaces, LMs exhibit a non-wetting property on various solid and liquid surfaces without the need of surface modification. The porous protective coating physically isolates the liquid core from its surroundings but allows the exchange of gas or vapour. When two LMs are placed in contact, they do not coalesce naturally, even though they are pressed against each other. The pronounced elastic property of LMs enables them to sustain a completely reversible deformation of up to 30%. [7] [8] [9] However, LM coalescence is one of the most essential manipulation schemes to realise microfluidic functions such as microreaction and micromixing in digital microfluidics. 10 A number of coalescence techniques for LMs have been reported in the last two decades. Dorvee et al. first reported that two liquid droplets encapsulated by magnetic amphiphilic particles can be manipulated using a magnet and coalesce to perform a reaction. 11 The authors argued that the coalescence process could be aided by increasing the rate at which the two droplets collided. Planchette et al. used a simple set-up to test the robustness of LMs under impact, where a LM was dropped freely onto another much larger one. 12 The group identified a threshold velocity for coalescence and collated it with marble properties such as diameter and particle size. During the collision, both LMs deformed and created a hole of a critical size on each coating. The liquid contents inside then came into contact and the coalescence of the LMs occured. The collision converts the kinetic energy accumulated in the falling motion into viscous dissipation energy during coalescence and enables it to work against the surface deformation and the capillary attractive force between coating particles. Apart from LM coalescence caused by impact, other coalescence techniques have also been developed. For instance, Bormashenko et al. directly altered the interface between two LMs using a plasmahydrophilised glass rod, resulting in the forced coalescence of LMs. 13 A LM with a magnetic coating or consisting of a magnetic solution can be accurately positioned and moved across diverse solid and liquid surfaces under the effect of a magnetic field. [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] The magnetic force could open the coatings of magnetic LMs and initiate coalescence. In addition, Liu et al. applied a sufficiently high DC voltage to induce the coalescence of two contacting LMs. 22 The threshold voltage of the electrocoalescence process depends strongly on the property of coating particles as well as the surface tension of the liquid core. The authors further demonstrated that multiple marbles in a chain could be driven to merge by a higher applied directcurrent (DC) voltage.
Recently, LMs have attracted a great attention for their use as micro bioreactors for three-dimensional cell culture. [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] Due to the small volume of LMs, the biological or chemical processes in these micro bioreactors have several advantages such as the reduced use of reagents, precisely controlled reaction conditions and greatly shortened reaction time. For this application, solutions such as culture media and cell mixtures need to be added and mixed easily. This requirement inevitably involves the coalescence of LMs containing different contents. Consequently, a convenient, cost-effective and consistent coalescence technique is the key to the wide application of this LM-based microfluidic platform. The objective of our present work is to systematically study the coalescence process of two LMs via vertical collision using dielectrophoretic picking and placement. We investigate experimentally the effects of the marble volume, impact velocity and offset ratio of LMs on coalescence. We aim to characterise the coalescence mechanism and establish the generalized boundary conditions for a successful LM coalescence event.
Materials and methods

Preparation of liquid marbles for vertical collision
Previous studies on marble collision mainly focused on the impact of a single LM onto a solid surface as well as the effects of the coating particle size and impact velocity of LMs on different collision outcomes. 29, 30 In this paper, we are only interested in establishing a series of practical operation conditions of coalescence and the coalescence mechanism itself. Therefore, there is no need to compare the effects of the type of coating powder and its particle size on LM coalescence. We thus only use one type of hydrophobic coating powder and fabricate LMs through the widely used rolling method [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] 31 that may produce a random aggregate of particles. Furthermore, we select LM pairs with the same volume for the investigation.
LMs were prepared simply by rolling a deionized (DI) water droplet (resistivity of 1.8 Â 10 5 O m) on a powder bed of polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) (Sigma-Aldrich, nominal diameter of 1 mm) until the droplet was coated as fully as possible, which enables LMs to have a complicated structure consisting of multilayer particles. The optical micrographs are shown in Fig. S1 , ESI † and the coverage rate of coating particles on the droplet surface is roughly 90%. 32 Droplet volumes of 5, 10, 15, 20 and 25 mL were dispensed using a micropipette (Thermo Scientific Finnpipette 4500, dispensed volume range from 0.5 to 10 mL). There are several reasons for the volume setting. First, the liquid inside a small-volume LM evaporates greatly before collision. Precise control of vertical collision is difficult for a marble smaller than 5 mL. More importantly, the dominant effect of surface tension (the Bond number is much smaller than 1) keeps small marbles elastic and intact after impact. Furthermore, due to the unavoidable limitation of experimental solutions, it is impossible to manipulate oversized LMs for vertical collision under the condition that keeps the marbles intact. As the thickness of PTFE coating is evidently much smaller than the radius of the DI water droplet, the marble volume was considered the same as that of the corresponding bare droplet. Two identical marbles were created at the same time and manipulated under the same laboratory environment (temperature of 22.5 AE 1 1C and relative humidity of 55 AE 5%) in all experiments.
Experimental set-up Fig. 1 depicts the experimental set-up for LM vertical collision, which comprises of a polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) holder with an electrode, an x-y-z linear stage, a high-voltage converter, a custom-made automatic triggering device, a benchtop power supply and a high-speed camera. The holder was made of a 10 mm thick PMMA plates and has a through hole of 0.8 mm diameter to carry a cylindrical stainless steel electrode of the same diameter. The x-y-z linear stage consists of a programmable x-y linear stage (Zaber Technologies T-LS28M, travel range of 28 mm) and a manual linear translation stage (Thorlabs PT1, travel range of 25 mm). The manual linear translation stage was connected to the electrode holder and enabled it to move along the z direction. The dielectrophoretic picking and placement relied on a high-voltage DC-DC converter (Eastern Voltage Research HVPS 2) driven by a benchtop power supply (Keithley 2200-30-5, maximum voltage/current of 30 V/5 A). A high-speed camera (Photron Fastcam SA3) was used to record the side view of LM collision events. Video recordings were conducted at a constant rate of 3000 frames per second (fps) with two image sizes, namely 256 Â 768 pixels for 5 mL LMs and 512 Â 768 pixels for other LMs. The custom-made automatic triggering device synchronized the power supply with the high-speed camera, so that video recording started simultaneously with LM release by switching off the power supply. The recorded images were then analysed using ImageJ (National Institutes of Health, USA).
Vertical collision of liquid marbles aided by dielectrophoresis
To start with, the two LMs were prepared and transported from the PTFE powder bed using a stainless steel chemical spoon and then placed on a glass slide coated with the same PTFE powder. One LM was picked by the dielectrophoretic force produced in the non-uniform electric field of the cylindrical stainless steel electrode. The required input voltage of the DC-DC converter for 5, 10, 15, 20 and 25 mL LMs were 1.25, 1.30, 1.30, 1.35 V and 1.40 V respectively. To avoid rupture, the LMs contacted the PTFE layer directly before collision. The images showing the dielectrophoretic picking and release of LMs are given in Fig. S2 , ESI. † We can clearly see that the marbles were deformed when picked up by the dielectrophoretic force and restored to the initial shape after release. In this paper, the dielectrophoretic picking and placement technique is only used for manipulating LMs to induce vertical collision. The working principle and experimental parameters of this technique will be reported in detail in another separate paper. The other LM with the same size was moved to the position directly below the upper marble through the translational motion of the x-y linear stage. By observing the real-time image of the high-speed camera, the bottom LM was adjusted to different positions, corresponding to three groups of offset ratios between colliding LMs, namely 0 (head-on collision), 0.4 and 0.8 (oblique collisions).
The offset ratio (X*) is defined as the dimensionless ratio of the distance between the centres of mass of two LMs (X) to the diameter of the undeformed LM (D) with a tolerance up to 5%, as shown in Fig. 2 . The upper marble was then lifted by the z-axis manual stage to three different heights to produce three corresponding impact velocities of the vertical collision, namely 0.333, 0.386 and 0.438 m s À1 . In this study, the impact velocity (v) was determined as the average velocity just prior to collision. To reduce the measurement error, we measured the change of position (Dz) of the falling marble in the last three frames prior to collision and divided it by the corresponding time duration (Dt = 3 frames/3000 fps = 0.001 s), to estimate the impact velocity v = Dz/Dt. The impact velocities were decided by both the necessary experimental conditions for a successful marble coalescence event and the operating limit of linear motion stages. Finally, the upper marble was released to collide with the bottom marble after turning off the electric field. This dielectrophoretic method practically minimises the horizontal velocity of the falling marble to zero so that the rotation and positioning problems of the upper LM during vertical collision can be avoided. Each experimental group with its specific parameters was repeated for at least ten times. The influence of air on the coalescence process was negligible and thus the upper marble could collide with the bottom marble along a straight path. All the data were collected and compared systematically using image analysis with ImageJ.
Theoretical background
We use a simple energy relationship to estimate the coalescence condition of LMs. We assume that two near-spherical LMs (LM 1 and LM 2) with the same diameter D collide against each other vertically and merge into a larger coalesced LM (LM 3), Fig. 3 . The coalescence is caused by the energy transformed from the kinetic energy overcoming the surface energy of an individual LM, which results in the particle motion and subsequently liquid-liquid contact on the interface of the two colliding LMs. The dimensionless number representing the relative relationship between the kinetic energy and the surface energy is the Weber number (We):
where r, s, D and v are the effective density, surface tension, diameter and the instantaneous velocity just prior to coalescence of the individual LM respectively. For the convenience of later analysis, we use the modified Weber number (We*) that is the direct ratio between the kinetic energy E k = prD 3 v 2 /12 and the surface energy E s = pD 2 s of the individual LM:
We (2) We first select LM 1 as the analysis objective. LM 1 is released from attaching to the sample holder. The falling process is regarded as the free-fall motion, neglecting the viscous loss of air due to the small travelling distance. The kinetic energy of the impact can be therefore adjusted with the initial height of LM 1:
where g is the gravitational acceleration, and h is the initial height of LM 1. After coalescence, the volume of the coalesced LM (LM 3) is the sum of the two initial LMs (LM 1 and LM 2), thus its diameter can be estimated as
The energy balance between the states before and after coalescence is: where E s,c = pD c 2 s is the surface energy of the coalesced LM and E loss is the energy expended to break the interface between the initial individual LMs. Eqn (4) can be written as:
Rearranging the eqn (5) above for the ratio between the energy loss and initial surface energy results in:
For coalescence to occur the energy loss should be at least more than the initial surface energy of an individual LM (LM1 or LM2), namely E loss pD 2 s 4 1. Thus we can derive a critical modified Weber number as the operation condition for LM coalescence:
We c * = 1 À 0.413 = 0.587 E 0.6
This means the kinetic energy of the individual LM should be at least around 60% of its initial surface energy to make coalescence happen.
Results and discussion
Outcomes of liquid marble vertical collision
Generally, there were two outcomes of LM vertical collision, namely coalescence and rebound (Videos S1-S10, ESI †). The coalescence process of two equally-sized LMs is discussed first. As mentioned above, the upper marble fell down freely after removing the dielectrophoretic force. During the falling motion, a part of the gravitational potential energy of the upper marble converted to its kinetic energy according to the energy conservation law, enabling this marble to have an initial velocity before collision. The impact velocity was measured from the last three frames prior to collision as the method described above. When the upper marble collided with the sessile bottom marble, the external PTFE coating layers contacted each other first ( Fig. 4(a) , t = 0 s). Both LMs deformed symmetrically due to the released kinetic energy ( Fig. 4(a) , t = 0.001-0.005 s). Along with the marble deformation, the hydrophobic coating particles near the contact area flowed rapidly to the periphery of the two LMs due to the fluid flow inside the marbles. Subsequently, the bare liquid regions were exposed on the interface, leading to the occurrence of liquid-liquid contact. There were some cracks formed on the particle shells, which effectively proves the direct liquid-liquid contact between two coalescing LMs, as shown in Fig. S3 , ESI. † A liquid neck with a meniscus shape between the two coalescing LMs nucleated and grew rapidly. Once the neck radius increased to the radius of the individual LM, the two colliding LMs would completely merge into a larger single marble. Simultaneously, the coating particles aggregated on the surface and became overcrowded after coalescence, Fig. 4(b) . Overcrowding of coating particles led to the ejection of surplus particles at the impact area, as highlighted by red circles in Fig. 4 (a) (t = 0.008-0.009 s). In order to better understand the dynamics of LM coalescence, we quantitatively measured the change of neck radius versus time in head-on coalescence cases with impact velocity of 0.438 m s À1 and fitted the data points using Curve Fitting Tool in MATLAB (Mathworks), Fig. 4(c) . The radius of the liquid neck clearly increased with time following a power scaling law with a power exponent ranging from 0.3815 to 0.4564, namely r neck p t 0.3815-0.4564 which is similar to the coalescence behaviour of bare droplets. 10, [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] After the coalescence, the merged LM oscillated and slowly evolved to its equilibrium shape. The relaxation process of the merged LM is beyond our current scope and will not be discussed in this paper.
Another important vertical collision outcome for two equally-sized LMs is rebound. In the rebound process, the first half period ( Fig. 5(a) , t = 0-0.004 s) was reversible deformation, where both the upper marble and the bottom marble experienced a large deformation, while the coating layers remained intact. We quantitatively measured the maximum deformation of LMs upon head-on impact and chartered it with the aspect ratio of the bottom LM, Fig. 5(b) . The initial aspect ratio (D 0 /h 0 ) of 5 mL LMs is around 1.13 and increases to 3.76 after the head-on collision with 0.438 m s À1 . For 10 and 15 mL LMs, the initial aspect ratios are 1.20 and 1.27 respectively and the maximum aspect ratios (D max /h min ) for rebound cases are 3.13 and 3.14, respectively. The data indicate that the maximum deformation in rebound cases of 10 and 15 mL LMs has the same magnitude. There was noticeably no rebound event in head-on collision for 20 and 25 mL LMs even with the lowest impact velocity. However, as the deformation reached its maximum extent, all the kinetic energy of the upper marble was restored into the surface energy of the two stationary marbles, and then the remaining kinetic energy caused the marbles to bounce off. The rebound process happened because the kinetic energy of the upper marble stored in the falling motion did not meet the energy needed for breaking the particle layers between the two marbles. The excellent elastic property of LMs resulting from the porous protective coating enabled them to bounce off each other. As the LMs moved away from the impact area, the LMs recovered to their initial shapes without any leakage ( Fig. 5(a) , t = 0.021 s).
Effect of marble volume on liquid marble collision outcomes
In this study, the volume of LM was varied from 5, 10, 15, 20 to 25 mL. These volumes are the most commonly used ones in chemical and biological assays. The contour plots in Fig. 6 clearly show that the coalescence and rebound processes both appeared in the vertical collision of LMs with different volumes. In general, LMs with larger volumes were much easier to coalesce after falling down from a given height as compared with their counterparts with smaller volumes. We use coalescence rate (O) to quantify the ratio of coalescence cases in 10 trials of each experimental group.
For the collision of 5 mL LMs, the coalescence rate was no more than 50% in all experimental groups except for the oblique collision of 5 mL LMs with an offset ratio of 0.4 and an impact velocity 0.438 m s À1 (coalescence rate of 80%). This is because the excellent elasticity of small marbles resulting from the strong surface tension effect enabled them to bounce off to release all the kinetic energy ( Fig. S4 and Table S1, ESI †). As for the collision of 10 mL LMs, coalescence was much easier to occur with larger deformation because of the decrease of Laplace pressure due to increasing LM size, especially in head-on collisions with impact velocities of 0.386 and 0.438 m s À1 (coalescence rate up to 100%). When the marble volume increases to 15, 20 and 25 mL, the corresponding diameter is larger than the capillary length of pure water (2.7 mm), which means that these larger volume marbles are subject to more gravitational deformation in vertical collisions. Thus the occurrence rate of coalescence event was almost no less than 60% in these impact experiments. In some cases, such as head-on collisions of 15, 20 and 25 mL LMs with impact velocities of 0.386 and 0.438 m s À1 and oblique collisions of 20 and 25 mL LMs with an offset ratio of 0.4 when the impact velocity was no lower than 0.386 m s À1 , only coalescence occurred. The coating particles could not provide protection for the liquid inside 15, 20 and 25 mL LMs upon impact. The cracks easily formed on the interface and led to direct liquid-liquid contact, resulting in marble coalescence. Besides, the larger volume of LMs provides more kinetic energy to the upper marble after travelling the same distance as the 5 mL LM, which is also beneficial for losing marble integrity.
Effect of offset ratio on liquid marble collision outcomes
For the collision of 5 mL LMs, coalescence tended to occur in oblique collisions regardless of the impact velocity (coalescence rate Z20%), especially in the oblique collision with an offset ratio of 0.4 and an impact velocity 0.438 m s À1 (coalescence rate up to 80%), as indicated in Fig. 6(a) . In the head-on collision process of 5 mL LMs, the kinetic energy of the upper LM was not Fig. 4 (a) Image sequence of the coalescence process of two 10 mL LMs via head-on collision (impact velocity of 0.438 m s À1 ). The start point was set to the moment that two LMs just came into contact with each other (t = 0 s). The red circles show the areas that the particle ejecta appeared. (b) Schematic of the particle motion on protective coatings and neck growth during coalescence. The red arrows imply the outward particle motion direction. (c) The growth trend of liquid radius versus time between two coalescing LMs in the head-on collision with an impact velocity of 0.438 m s À1 . enough to break down the powder layers between two individual LMs. The protective coatings greatly improved the integrity of these 5 mL LMs, isolating the small-volume liquid cores from contacting each other. The prominent elasticity of these LMs enabled them to bounce off. In contrast, in the oblique collision of 5 mL LMs with an offset ratio of 0.4, the shearing effect also played an important role except for the kinetic energy in the rupture of protective coatings, as highlighted by the red arrows in Fig. 7(a) . The shear stress produced in the off-centre collision of two LMs partly promoted the particle motion along the tangent direction in the PTFE powder layers and let the liquid contact each other much quicker. We used the geometrical relationship of two colliding LMs with different offset ratios to calculate the shear rate between them, as shown in Fig. S5 and Table S2 , ESI. † When the offset ratio increased to 0.8 in the oblique collision of 5 mL LMs, the contact area between two impacting LMs greatly reduced and the contact time shortened significantly although the shear stress still facilitated the particle motion in local areas of the interface. Thus, a successful LM coalescence event was harder to achieve at the same impact velocity.
For the collision of 10, 15, 20 and 25 mL LMs, coalescence tended to occur in head-on case, especially in head-on collisions with impact velocities of 0.386 and 0.438 m s À1 (coalescence rate up to 100%), as shown in Fig. 6(b-e ). The head-on collision ensured that the maximum amount of kinetic energy is used to deform the two LMs, as shown in Fig. 7(b) . Therefore, the rupture of protective coatings likely happens when the impact velocity was no lower than 0.386 m s À1 . In terms of oblique collision of 10, 15, 20 and 25 mL LMs, the shear rate of larger marble decreased considerably and due to the large surface area of two impacting LMs, the shearing effect was not obvious. Thus the coalescence process of LMs appeared less than its counterparts in head-on collisions for 10, 15, 20 and 25 mL LMs. Particularly, 10 mL LMs tended to bounce off in oblique collision with an offset ratio of 0.8 when the impact velocity was small, which needs further investigation. The coalescence rate of 15 mL LM collision decreased to 60% when the offset ratio increased to 0.4 and did not change much by increasing the offset ratio further to 0.8. For the collisions of 20 and 25 mL LMs with high impact velocities, only coalescence event occurred when the offset ratio was no larger than 0.4 and coalescence still dominated over rebound in oblique collisions with an offset ratio of 0.8.
Effect of impact velocity on liquid marble collision outcomes
In general, the larger the impact velocity, the higher is the occurrence rate of the coalescence event. According to the energy conservation law, the longer the falling distance, the larger is the impact velocity. Therefore, more kinetic energy is available for dissipating into LM deformation and breaking the protective layers of LMs. The kinetic energy of an individual LM should be at least around 60% of its initial surface energy to make coalescence happen according to our theoretical estimation. However, it is not true for the head-on collision of 5 mL LMs, where only the rebound event occurred with all impact velocities. In the case of head-on collisions of 10, 15, 20 and 25 mL LMs, both higher impact velocities, namely 0.386 and 0.438 m s À1 , enabled the coalescence events. There were less coalescence events for 10 and 15 mL LMs when the impact velocity decreased to 0.333 m s À1 (coalescence rate of 40%). However, 20 and 25 mL LMs still coalesced at this lowest impact velocity. When it turns to oblique collisions with other two groups of offset ratios (0.4 and 0.8), the decrease in impact velocity meant a lower probability of coalescence even the shearing effect played a role in the LM collision process. Increasing offset ratio continuously weakened the effect of shear stress on coalescence. In particular, when the impact velocity decreased to 0.386 m s À1 in the oblique collision of 10 mL LMs with an offset ratio of 0.8, the main collision outcome was rebound. With larger LM volumes (15, 20 and 25 mL), decreasing impact velocity did not have an obvious effect on the collision outcome, as the marbles mainly coalesce rather than bounce. Critical modified Weber number for liquid marble coalescence Fig. 8 shows the trend of the coalescence rate (O) versus the modified Weber number (We*) for all experimental cases in this study. The experimental data clearly show that coalescence was more likely to occur than rebound when We* was more than 0.581. The experimental critical modified Weber number (We c * = 0.581) is in reasonable agreement with the theoretical value of 0.587 estimated in the previous section, indicating the energy-based theory used in this paper agrees well with experiments. For the head-on collision of LMs with different volumes, the critical modified Weber number was valid in most cases of the experiments. The coalescence rate was always 100% when We* was more than We c * in head-on collisions. In contrast, the coalescence rate was mostly no more than 30% in head-on collisions with We* below We c *. When increasing the offset ratio in LM collision, the critical modified Weber number was still valid in a some experimental cases. However, coalescence event generally happens earlier in oblique collisions. It is noteworthy that the coalescence rate of oblique collisions with a large offset ratio was much higher than that of head-on collisions below the critical modified Weber number. However, the coalescence rate of oblique collisions did not increase dramatically when We* approaches We c *. This means that increasing the offset ratio of vertical collision is not beneficial for high modified Weber number. From all these descriptions, we argue that the coalescence rate (O) is an error function of the modified Weber number (We*) roughly. We use MATLAB (MathWorks) to fit the data points in Fig. 8 to an error function. The relationship of O and We* can be fitted as: O = 0.521erf(12.855We* À 5.461) + 0.470 (8) 
Conclusions
This paper experimentally investigated the dynamics of LM coalescence through vertical collision. The vertical collision was implemented by the dielectrophoretic picking and placement using our customised high-voltage device. By varying the marble volume, impact velocity and offset ratio of the LMs, coalescence and rebound phenomena both appeared in the vertical collision of LMs with volumes of 5, 10, 15, 20 and 25 mL. When the upper marble collided with the stationary bottom marble with enough kinetic energy, the porous coating layers first contacted each other. Subsequently, the hydrophobic particles on the coating moved rapidly to the periphery of the two water marbles due to the fluid flow inside the marbles. Consequently, bare liquid regions appeared on the interface, resulting in direct liquid-liquid contact. A liquid neck was then formed between two coalescing LMs and grew rapidly following a power scaling law. When the radius of liquid neck increased over the diameter of corresponding LMs, the two LMs merged into a single larger LM. The overcrowding of coating particles led to the ejection of extra particles around the impact area. Generally, LMs with larger volumes were much easier to coalesce when comparing their counterparts with smaller volumes. For the collision of 5 mL LMs, coalescence tended to occur with oblique collision due to the shear stress produced at the contact area. In head-on collision, the protective coatings consisting of PTFE powders effectively protected the integrity of 5 mL LMs. As for 10, 15, 20 and 25 mL LM collision, coalescence tended to occur in the head-on collision.
The head-on collision ensured that the kinetic energy convert into the deformation energy and dissipation energy in both LMs. Therefore, the protective coatings could easily break down regardless of the impact velocity. In the cases of oblique collision of 10, 15, 20 and 25 mL LMs, due to the reduced shear rate and the large contact area of two LMs during collision, the shearing effect did not obviously promoted marble coalescence. Among the three groups of impact velocities in this study, the larger the impact velocity, the higher is the occurrence rate of the coalescence event.
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